
SAT REASONING TEST ESSAY PROMPTS

Explore new SAT essay prompts and examples representative of what students will encounter on test day and
illustrating the changes being made to the SAT.

The student responses provided in the following set illustrate common score combinations earned on the
redesigned SAT. Are optimistic, confident people more likely than others to make changes in their lives?
Sending Scores If you take the SAT with Essay, your essay scores will always be reported along with your
other scores from that test day. Are people better off if they do not listen to criticism? Such an admission of
ignorance is not easy. Is it a disadvantage to pay attention to details? Are people more likely to achieve their
goals by being flexible or by refusing to compromise? Do idealists contribute more to the world than realists
do? Do people tend to get along better with people who are very different from them or with those who are
like them? Do groups that encourage nonconformity and disagreement function better than those that
discourage it? Do people put too much trust in the guidance of experts and authorities? Georges Clemenceau
Assignment: Is it true that acting quickly and instinctively is the best response to a crisis? Challenges Is it best
for people to accept who they are and what they have, or should people always strive to better themselves?
Although all of the sample essays were handwritten by students, they are shown typed here for ease of
reading. Are people likely to succeed by repeating actions that worked for them in the past? Do not write your
essay in this booklet. Is there always another explanation or another point of view? Many of the links also
include same student essays bonus! Remember that people who are not familiar with your handwriting will
read what you write. Redesigned SAT essay prompts ask students to read and analyze a provided passage that
is about the same length as one of the SAT Reading test passages. Assignment: Do we put too much emphasis
on self-reliance and independence, and are we afraid of admitting that we need other people in our lives?
Scroll below for practice essay prompts and passages to practice with. Goodman builds an argument to
persuade his audience that news organizations should increase the amount of professional foreign news
coverage provided to people in the United States. Prompt: Many societies believe that the pursuit of happiness
is a fundamental human right. Does every achievement bring with it new challenges? But it is also true that
attainment of happiness remains elusive. You can also do the essays given in the first section of each of the
tests in the Official Study Guide. All passages have these things in common: Written for a broad audience
Argue a point Express subtle views on complex subjects Use logical reasoning and evidence to support claims
Examine ideas, debates, or trends in the arts and sciences, or civic, cultural, or political life Always taken from
published works All the information you need to write your essay will be included in the passage or in notes
about it. Do people succeed by emphasizing their differences from other people? The Changing World Do
changes that make our lives easier not necessarily make them better? The redesigned SAT Essay asks you to
use your reading, analysis, and writing skills. Is talking the most effective and satisfying way of
communicating with others? In your essay, analyze how King uses one or more of the features listed in the
box above or features of your own choice to strengthen the logic and persuasiveness of his argument. Morality
Is conscience a more powerful motivator than money, fame, or power? Be sure that your analysis focuses on
the most relevant features of the passage.


